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AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

,14

A study to teach receptive language based on learning a "yes-no",
indicator response and a variety of basic concepts was implemented.
The procedures included scaling of preferences for common objects
and basic teaching procedures for a "yes-no" indicator response to the

question, "Do you like this?" Additional procedures were concerned
with auditory discritination and object discrimination. The scaling
and "yes-no" discrimination pr cedures were successfully performed.
The auditory discrimination re ealed difficulty in the task analysis

discrimination appears
resulting in

ibe a more basic task than previously indicated.
correct unprdmpted responses. Auditory
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Some children do not learn to speak or to use any system of behavior
that can be called language. When a child fails to learn any such system
of behavior, the child may be deficient in the ability to fOrm the responses,
required by the language, the child may have a sensory deficit that does not

permit the child to fdrm the required discriminations, or the child may have
a variety of behaviors which interfere with his learning of language.

When a child appears to lack the skills required to form the production
9f oral responses, the child may learn an alternative system of responses to
Indicate what he understands and what he wishes to express. Sign language,
for deaf children, is one such alternative. Communication boards (JSHR,
1973 and Izzard, McNaughton, et. al., 1973) are another alternative for childr

with cerebral palsy.

When a child is deaf, he has a clear deficit of the sensory organs
'requi4ed to form the discriminations required by speech. Often, children
with such a deficit are taught sign language, which requires visual
-discriminations, to bypasg this sensory deficit. Children with behavior
incompatible to speech can be-`taught to imitate speech and to understand
more complex skills sarectly, so they, do not require teaching procedures
specific to either sort of deficit.

INTRODUCTION

When no sensory 'deficit ds apparen', and the child cannot be trained
to produce a wide range of appropriate 'responses,, another possibility
occurs. That possibility is to reduce the range df required respop4s,
say to a touching response, or to a ':,yes-no" response, in order to bypass

ip the problems of expanding the va-rietyof 4,esponses available.- This
possibillty,defines a language which is purely receptive. In such a
purely receptive language system, theuchild may only need to make a pointing
response or.a touching responseiko indicate which of two, or many choices is
correct. Another reason that g' purely receptive language system isosttrac-

tive is that receptive language often appears to be simpler than expressive

language. Lenneberg's (1963) case study of understanding Without speech

points in this direction. r
4

Bricker and Bricker (1970), Guess.(1969), and Baer apd Gue;s '(1972),

among, others have provided training procedures for purely receptive language
in vocabulary, learning of Singular and plural, and adjective inflections,

respectively. None of these procedures had been used specifically because
they were thought to be e5pecially.effective language training devices por
@ad any of them developed a language training curriculum which was specifi-
cally related to use of receptive latguage. However, it was apparent, from
all of these studies, that the unique feature of receptive language had
nothing to do with the stimulus dimensions which had to be attended to, but
that receptive language was unique in that it only required a single. response

(touching a book or a doll, for oblects,'and pointing to the singular, plural,

etc. for nouns and adjective inflections). Such devices are exemplified,
even at the highest levels of language use, by a True-False examination
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question in which the student is required to point to, or circle the

answer (T or F) which describes the nature oLthe statement in front

of him.

A receptive language system may seem especially appropriate when

there is evidence that the child can hear, has good visual discrimination,

but has no speech. Further, when attempts to teach vocal imitative

responses have failed, as (see Larsen and Bricker, 1968 for such technique

the simplification of language to a single response seems appropriate.

The project reported hee was an'attempt to develop a language curric

ulum which was purely receptive for a child who had failed verbal imitatio

training. The sequence of objectives in the curriculum was modeled after

that used in Distar (see Bereiter and Englemann, 1966 for a similar

sequence), and the response was specified to be entirely receptive.

A "yes-no" response was chosen as the basic indicator for receptive

language. The "yes-no"'response was based on a discrimination of pref-

erence with a "yes" response to the question "Do you like this?" indicatin

liking /f'an object and a "No" response indicating dislike. The responses

required were the movement of a block towards or away from the child's

body. The dimension of preference was based on .a-paired-comparison

sci,ling of objects that the subject was known to like and.dislike.

The first major language component followed the establishment of

this discrimination of preference. The major language component was the

establishment of a conceptual receptive vocabulary (Bricker and Bricker,

,1970). This receptive vocabulary was programmed in two parts, the first

of which served as an auditory discrimination task. In this task, only

one object was presented. Then the subject was trained to answer "yes"

to the question, "Is this a ?" and "No" to a question with

the Iiffie of some other object inserted in the same slot. This task is

both a rote-receptive vocabulary and an uplitory discrimination. The

procedure was also designed to handle molib than one example of the

named object as well as a variety of other objects.

The fsj.lowing project attempted to shOw that such a language system

could be eitheblished in a child who had failed in all previous efforts

of language training.
%
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METHOD

Subject:

The subject was 14 years old during the major portion of the study

since he had his birthday ten days after the study commenced. He was

placed at the Bergen Center for Child Development in September of 1971,

after a variety of educational placements in his own school system,
including classes for the communication handicapped.

He was born'following an uncomplicated pregnancy. Two of his

siblings died from cystic fibrosis, and one of his six living siblings

has cystic fibrosis which is medically controlled through inhalative

therapy and medication. The remaining siblings have shown normal growth

anoisachievement for their environment.

During his first year of development, his mother noted that milestones

were normal except foir the following: difficulty in chewing which produced

gagging on coarse foods, lack of.response when mother came towards the crib

upon awakening from a nap, no play with or response to toys and objects,

and rocking in the rib and head-banging behavior. The subject, lso

evidence convergenE strabimus and myopia, and inverted foot (equinus

vargus) at 5 months of age. The orthopaedic problem was corrected by a

cast an pronator-shoes.
"

Most develo4;mental stages were retarded. He walked at 18 months of

#age, never spoke other than approximations of "ma-ma" and "da-da" sounds

at 11 months and he was not toilet trained until 51/2 years of age.

During , , i, years, he gradually acquired a'-simple repertoire of

home tasks such as picking eating utensils from the drawer, loading the

dishwasher, folding clothes and keeping the room neat and orderly. He

was observed to play only with toys that he Was carefully trained to

play with in the home. Very little attention was paid to toys given as

presents.
*

He was given an intensive neurological examination at age 10 with the

results indicating a diffuse irregulaAity in his E.E.G. and that anti-

epileptic drugs had stabilized his seiivres. Hi;s poor motor-coordination

and his6inability to protrude his tongA or chew a lollipop indicated

lingual apraxie. There was also a notation of inability to abduct the

' right eye (strabrismus).

Since entrance to the Bergen Center for Child Development in 1971,

he was given imitation training according to the procedures in Larsen and

Bricker (1968). The gross-motor and fine-motor (eye-hand) imitation

training was successful. However, imitation of. mouth placement was

unsuccessful. This seemed to be associated with the lingual apraxia, in-

dicated by the neurological examination.
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The subject was also given training on the Russell Perceptual

Sorting Kit (Russell, l967). On the lowest lele, which required

discrimination of right-left direction, he did`Tiot perform correctly from

simple modeling of correct answers. As a result, he was trained on

, contrasting pairs of cards until he was able to work with the entire set

of 10 card forms. There was no noticeable difficulty in accomplishing such

training. He also demonstrated evidence of object discrimination for

common objects using the DLM Picture Association Cards.

He was taught to wind the spring of a Fisher-Price music box which

was shaped like a phonograph by successive approximations of stronger and

stronger turning responses. He consistently preferred one record (Edelweiss

from the set available and would only wind the music box to play this record

He was also taught,to build towers of Lego Blocks (l",x 2" x 4") with

alternating colored blocks. As a result of this play-training, he would

play independently with these objects.

He had a long history of inappropriate behaviors including rocking,

twirling, leaving assigned places, rubbing his hands against his teeth and

his hair and crying. His rocking has been controlled as a result of a

negative reinforcement-procedure (escape from restraint) and -through

reinforcement of ,incompatible behavior (holding hands together is incom-

patible with rubbing and biting).

During the year of the project th subject was observed to have had

a, high frequency of colds, and other minor illnesses. He was fFequently

found to be agitated or disturbed upon arrival at school or to sleep during

long periods of the school day. He *as also observed to play independently,

with balls, beanbags, Lego blocks, and even another child's walkiltg

prosthesis. Up sometimes smiled at his teachers and became distractible

by people walking past, something which had not occurred before.

While isls'early work wa, concentrated on the lower levels of th2

Russell Sorting Kit, he later became proficient at higher levels and

frequently performed the sorting required with few or no errors.

Al2 Daratus.

The materials used in Lis series of procedures comprised a variety

of simple objects such as foods and toys which the subject was observed

to especially like or dislike (such as chocolate chip cookies, which he

liked and apples and bananas, which he disliked). The apparatus also

included a variety of small toys such as trucks and dolls which were

used fcrr aurlitory discrimination tasks.

A variety of reinforce.cs, which were changed from time to time, were

used as consequenres for correct performance on the tasks presented. The

rinforcers included chocolate chip cookies, El a.
applesauce, and

fruit juice of various kinds. A stop watch was used to approximately

measure the time between each stimulus presentation and the subject's

response.
4



Procedure:

The study included the following segments: (1) a paired comparison

procedure for finding relative preference for a variety of common objects,

(2) a training procedure for prompting use of indicator responses, and a

concurrent discrimination procedure to 'correlate'the indicator responses
with the comparisons into a rudimentary "yes-no" discrimination, and (3)

rote object-naming procedure used for auditory discrimination training. >

Relative preference for common objects The following procedure is
similar to one described by Premack (1971) for finding relative preference

for common objects. A list pf'20 objects, which included objects that

were clearly preferred, not preferred and neutral by the subject, was
solicited from the subject's mother. After clarification of the content
and a conference with the classroom teachers, a group of 10 objects (M & M'

chocollate chip cookies, cards from the Russell%Sorting Kit, large Lego
blocrs, fruit punch, butter cookies, a banana, a toy clown doll, a toy

car And an apple) were assembled. All possible pairs of these 10 objects
(45 pair) were formed and tha subject was given a chance to interact
with both members of each pair' for 5 minutes. The'to_tal time that the

subject das in physical contact with each Object was tallied and that
object which received more time was rated as preferred for that 'Jake. The

pairs were then ola d in order,by the paired comparison procedure and

assigned a rank. Th most preferred and the least preferred objects were

used as the basis fo the concurrent discrimination procedure subsequently

used.

"Yes-No" -discrimination_procedure: The concurrent discriminatiOn
proceddre in the study was similar to procedures described by Lane.(1967)

for the training of auditory discrimination. The first part of the above

procedure required teaching the appropriate responses and bringing them

under appropriate auditory discriminative control. For this study, it

was required that the responses be brought under control of the dimension

of relative preference for objects which had been established during paired

comparison procedure.

The response selected was chosen because of the non-verbal behavior'

of the child. The subject was required either to pull a single wooden
block towards him or to push the same, block away from him. Therefore,

the responses were similar to .accepting an object (bringing it towards

him) or rejecting it (pushing it away from him) . The first response
required the subject to hear the word "yes", place his hand upon the

clock, pull it towards him, and lift his hand off the block. The "no"

response was similar except the subject was required to hear the word

"no", place his hand upon the block, push it away from him, and lift his

hand off the block. Additional requirements were added to this sequence

later in the study. The subject was required to commence each trial with

his hinds in his lap ,n(1 end each trial with hands together in his lap.

`,211ir; pr-(1,1 him for !hc! onset of the next trihl.
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Upon completion of training, a concurrent discrination which
contrasted most preferred (chocolate chip cookie) and least preferred
(banana), was trained. The procedure used to teach this sequence of
behaviors treated the set of movements as an operant sequence (hands,
together, hands separate, touch block, push (or pull) block, let go of
block, and bring hands together ih'the lap). The sequence was taught by
demonstrating e,aCh movement of the sequence and saying "do it". This
procedure made use of the subject's previous imitation training. Then each
imitative prompt was eliminated (faded) starting with the prompt for the
final behavior ("hands together"). This is similar to procedures described
by Sloane, Harris, and Wolf (1968). The procedures are described in the
accompanying appendix as ActiVity 16A.

In'the beginning, the response for each object was trained separately.
The training for each object continued until the subject achieved the
criterion that 75% of the responses to a 20-trial block, required less than
5 seconds to complete each trial. The separate responses were then presente
in shorter blocks of trials that were alternately presented on the same
day. At first thetblocks were 10 trials long. The blocks were progressivel
shortened until the "Yes" and the "No" response could be randomly alternated
This is a method similar to the one described by Sherman and Schumaker (1970
The prompt for the correct "yes" and "no" responses were eliminated by
gradually lengthening the time between presentations of the object and the
verbal prompt ("Yes" or "No") .

Training of a conceptual object discrimination The "yes-no" procedure
was used as the basis for an object discrimination procedure. An auditory
discrimination procedure was devised to assure that all the required auditor
discriminations could be used. The auditory discrimination tasks were
similar in forma.; to object discrimination for maximal transfer. The final
form of object discrimination was:

A group of three 4-wheeled objects were
presented, An object was pointed to and
the subject was asked, "Is this a car?",
If the correct response was given, the
most preferred food was given.

()



RESULTS

The 10 objects which were compared by presentation of each possible

pair for 5 minutes of free access to the pair, were placed in order from

least preferred to most preferred by placing all 45 comparisons in a
triangular array in which each object formed a row and a column. Then the

relative preference was found by rearranging rows and columns until the

fewest number of failures of transitive preference occurred. The resulting

order was: (1) chocolate chip cookies, (2) fruit punch, (3) cards from

the Russell Perceptual Sorting Kit, (4) large Lego blocks, (5) M & M's,

(6) clown doll, (7) toy car, (8) butter cookies, (9) apple, and (10) banana.

Several failures of the transitivity relation occurred, but these seemed to

De artifacts of the nature of the stimuli and the length of the time for

which each pair was presented.

The fruit punch was quickly consumed and the subject became satiated.
Because of this rapid satiation, the sorting kit was preferred to the
punch during the comparison of the sorting kit and the punch. If the time

period for the comparisons had been shorter, the punch, which was quickly
consumed, would have been preferred over the chocolate chip cookies. Two

cases of no pfeference occurred. During these comparisons in which no
preference was evident, the subject played with neither object. The

objects in these pairs (banana--clown doll and banana--butter cookies)
were non-preferred objects in the final ranking.

The occurrence of such a nearly complete set of transitive rankings
from a child who is incapable of being tested verbally, indicates that
such comparisons are a basic characteristic of many organisms, and require

only minimal apparatus to function. This strengthens Premac,k's (1971)

case for paired-comparison tests as a basis for determining the reinforce-

ment value of. objects.

This paired comparison ranking served as the basis for the "yes-no"

discrimination training. Chocolate chip cookies served as the stimulus

for the "yes" response and the banana for the "no" response. Single

stimulus training of the "yes" response required 5 20-trial training

sessions. Training of the 'no" response required 3 20-trial training

sessions.

Training of mixed presentations of "yes" and "no" presentations by

the gradual use of shorter and shorter series of each type of presentation

and the gradual withdrawal of prompts for correct answers took several

months. Fifty -two 20-trial sessions were required to reach a criterion

of 60 unprompted correct responses on trials when the previous stimulus

was changed to the alternative one.

The training of mixed presentations' of the separate stimuli for the

"yes" response and the "no" response took a very long time. This course

of training (by months) is shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows that the

subject had shown some improvement in the- first month (June) of the

program. tieh of this improvement was not maintained over the summer-.

However, the subject improved rapidly in October and November and maintained

(mod performance throughout December.
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At the end of October, when it appeared that the subject was performing

well on the "yes-no" discrimination, the subject's preferences were tested

again. At this time it appeared that the subject's preferences might have
shifted somewhat, since several shifts of reinforcers had been necessary.
Because the five-minute preferences were stable, and some satiation effects
from the long interval had occurred, two-minute presentations of each pair'

of stimuli were employed. The same set of stimuli were used for ranking
this time, with the exception of the toy clown doll, which could not be

found. After all the results of the paired comparisons were found, they were

again placed in a triangular array to determine the relative rank of each

object. The preferences found this time were: (1) chocolate chip cookies,
(2) Russell Perceptual Sorting Kit, (3) M & M's, (4) large Lego blocks,

(5) punch, (6) whole apple, (7) toy r, (8) banana, and (9) butter cookies.
Only two failures of transitive pre ence occurred in this testing series,

even though the presentation time was shorter and the preferences might have
been expected to be less consistent. One failure of transiive preference
occurred when punch and chocolate chip cookies were compared. This was

the second presentation of the chocolate chip cookies in a row, and the
subject was presumably thirsty after chewing chocolate chip cookies nonstop

for two minutes. The other failure occurred when M & M's and the whole

apple were presented togethJr. The subject spent the entire two minutes
holding the apple. This time, the scaling produced by the paired-comparison
method was easily accomplished and largely consistent with the previous

results. Although some changes did occur, the changes can be accounted for
almost completely as two simple switches. The preference for punch and

M & M's interchanged places, making the two chocolate ite:ds (chocolate
chip cookies and ;.1 & M's) much more similar (first and third rank.) The sec-

ond change included apple increasing its relative position, although it still

appeared to be a non-preterred stimulus, while butter cookies became the
least preferred object in the set. The subject has a history of changes

in preference for foods, and this change in the results of the paired

comparison scaling mirrored these changes.

After this repetition of the preference testing was completed, the

training of the "yes-no" discrimination was continued so that the response

would still Pe available.



Figure 1.

Mean number of unprompted switches to the alternate response during tha-
months of the project.

a.
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Training on the auditory discrimination compoqpnt of the object

discrimination commenced. This component required the subject to master a
series of discriminations in which the subject was faced with one object

and asked: "Is this a ?". One word was the cue for the "yes`' response
e.g., "truck" for a toy truck. Another word was the cue for the "no"

response, e.g., "record player" when the toy truck waspresented.. The
subject completed the first discrimination (truck--record player) in 5
20-trial training sessions which lasted until after Thanksgiving vacation.

Then the second discrimination (shirt--table) was begun. The subject reached
80% correct unprompted reversals in. 2 20-trial training sessions. Some

hesitations appeared when the third auditory discrimination (cow-bag) was

presented. Success was slow to arrive, and training c. tinued throughout

December. During the course of this training, the subject continued to make

many hesitant responses, and it was suspected that he as using some cue

from the experimenter's presentation t000btain teinfo cement. The hesitant
response-consisted of pushing the block a little forty rd, then a little back,

etc. until the experimenter reinforced him. In the e rly part of January

.this type of responding was transferred to the previo sly well-established
"yes-no" discrimination and resulted in a cessation o= correct responding.

This decrease is shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 1.

A comparison of the words used in the auditory Discrimination task
shows that the subject could have used visual rathe than auditory cues

to find the correct answer for the discr'll. io In both the first

(truck--record player) and the on (shirt--table), the alternative

response has at least two syllables. For each syllable in a spoken word, the

mouth of the person opens and closes once. To discriminate a 'two or more

syllable word from a one syllable word, the subject must only discriminate

the visual pattern cf mouth opening one time from the visual pattern of

mouth opening two or more times. This cue was no longer present in the last

auditory discrimination (cow--bag) that the subject failed to master. This

particular pattern of failure suggests the possibility of a real deficit

in auditory discrimination when sounds which are not pure tones are used.

The result of /this unforseen failure was a 'return to the training of

the "yes-no" response. The response required by the "yes-no" response was

analyzed into a series of component parts which were described in the

method. These parts included holding hands together, touching the clock,
moving it, letting the block go, and rPturninto the hands together

position: The hands together position was included in the sequence partly

because it was a teachable response which was incompatible with the self-

destructive' behavior which the subject had sporadically used in the past. At

the current time, the subject has not returned to his previous level of

correct responding on the "yes-no" concurrent task. He presently performs

at a l vet of l01, to 30% correct on unpromptied choices of correct answers

when the stimulus is changed from a -liked object to a disliked object.

The principal lesson to be learned from this project concerns the reason

why it was not successful. The two main classes of reasons lie in the task

structure and unrecognized sensory deficits in the subject. Each will be

explored in turn.
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During the period of the project, the performance of the subject op
a number of other academic tasks had been monitored. Durina !ay 1972, the
month befoi.r the project c-Immenced, the subject_ was performing errorlessly
on decks 1 and 2 of theRussell Perceptual Sorting Kit, and with 20% accuracy
(10% is chance, since there ate 10 slots) on higher levels such,, as decks 7
and 11. During April 1973, he has performed these latter decks without error
and has made 1 or 0 errors on decks 43 anti 44 of this kit. His competence
on these visual discriminations has markedly improved during the year and it
app4arsthat complex visual discrim:i.hations can be learned by this subject.
The subject also appears to be able to categorize common objects bt class,
since he can pertorm the sorting required by the association picture cards.
Therefore the task structure required by ar object discrimination does not
seeir to be the deficit which causedARe podr performance on auditory dis-
crimination tasks.

It is possible that the subject has an auditory deficit that has not
been recognized. Nowhere in the history of the subject is there a formal
audiometric evaluation. There are informal audiometric evaluation by
neurologists, but these evaluations are probably suspect. When he was a
young child, the subject babbled for a while, but apparently stopped. He
has a very meager repertoire of spoken sounds.,. The subject also responds
to a variety of spoken commands. The fact that he maket correct responses
to these commands is somewhat equivocal, since the command "sit down" is
frequently given when the subject is standing, over his chair, and many otheA
commands have similar contextual cues. His mother reported that he has
learned to get zpoons,to set the table, but that he rarely responds to the
similar command to get forks. Thus, there is a variety of evidence that is
suggestive of an auditory deficit.

Two things in thc. experimental history of this subject suggest that an
auditory deficit is the cause of the faildre of the auditory discrimination.
The first has to do with his training for imitation. He mastered gross motor
and fine motor imitation skills with relatively little training. However he
failed to master vocal imitation. This might be in part due to lingual
apraxia which would make the control of the mouth musculature somewhat
difficult. However, he currently chews a wide variety of foods, even though
hF had sore history of difficulty in this area. The more recent fact is the
4story of the failure on the auditory discrimination component of the objec
identiSication task. The previously mastered task of the "yes-no" discrim-
ination did not require an auditory discrimination, since the question was
always: 'Do you like this?", and the discrimination was thus the visual
discrimiration between the least preferred and the most preferred object,
which was an extremely easy discrimination in the preference tests. The
nature of the differences in visual pattern that occur during the production
6f multisyllabic and monosyllabic words, has previously been specified. The
tasks fhich the subject has failed on are specifically those which require an
auditory discrimination, and so the hypothesis of sensory deficit appears to
be tentatively supported.

Bricker'and Bricker (1970) presented a flow chart that showed the skills
fOr beginning language learning. They made auditory discrimination a pre-
requisite for rote receptive 'vocabulary (essentially equivalent to the
auditory discrimination task in this procedure), but they did not indicate

f 4
4
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that it was a prerequisite for vocal imitation training. This study suggests

that unless other evidence is presented to the contrary, auditory dis-
crimination should also be considered as a prerequisite for vocal imitation.

The premise of this study was thatta severely handicapped child might

be helped by simplifying the response system required for him to respond to

auditory language input. The results of the study indicate that such 9

sypothesis might or might not still be true. What is apparent is that the
subject's undetermined sensory deficits might play a larger role in deciding
what modalities to use for input of the stimuli required to be comprehended.

If the auditory deficit for this subject is as strong as suspected, a
language which only requires other modalities, such as tactile vibrations or
signs (such as American sign language) might be the avenue of choice for
the further development of linguistic skill in this subject.

4-
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CONCLUSION

In order to simplify the language tasks for a profoundly retarded
14-year-old boy with lingual apraxia, a series of procedures for training
of receptive langage was developed. The procedures included: (1) ranking

a variety of objects and foods to determine which were most preferred and.
least preferred: (2) leaning a "yes:no" response based on asking whether
the least preferred or the most preferred object was liked; and (3) learning
to indicate understanding of the names of objects with the "yes-no" response.

The child was able to indicate those objects that he preferred. He

learned to produce a "yes-no" response which was based on his preferences
for the objects that are compared. The learning to indicate understanding
of names was broken into a component which required telling sounds from each
other and learning that names specity a large grotp of objects. The child

failed to learn to tell the difference between sounds.

The child's behavior on a variety of regular classroom tasks was also

monitored during the year. He learned to master many novel tasks while he

failed to learn to discriminate sounds. The reasons for choosing a simpler

form of indicating understanding (receptive language) had eliminated further

sensory testing, although an auditory deficit seemed to be the basis for

failure to learn language. The,receptive'language training should be

reserved for children who have motor or vocal deficits.

it
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May 18, 1972

ACTIVITY 16A

(MAKING A "YLS" AND "NO" RESPONSE)

A. TASK DEFINITION: "Yes" and "No" are concepts which have

a great utility to signal what is happening to a child.
He can answer "yes" or "no" to many questions. A child
can be tested and/or taught to understand many things if

he can use these single responses as signals for what is
happening to him.

In this aetivity you
answer "yes" to questions
things that you know that
to answer "no" to similar

will 61110 teach a child to
about liking and disliking
he likes or doesn't like and
questions.

The choices to be taught to the'child are:

I (a) You: Show object (moat liked thing)

Ask: "Do you like this?"

Child: "Yes"

(b) You: Show object (least liked thing)

Ask: "Do you like this?"

Child: "No"

II (a) You: Show object (most liked thing)

Ask: "Do you hate this?"

Child: "No"

(b) You: Show object (least liked thing)

Ask: "Do you hate this?"

Child: "Yes"

4

B. PRTUST: To take the baseline for the "Yes - No" response,
seat the child in a chair directly in front of you. Take

at least 5 objects which have been in the child's class-
room or oleyroom long enough for him to notice them." Then
,g0 through each question in part A above at least twice.
See if you get consistent responses which indicate either
"yes" or "no". The answer may be a head nod, or it may
be lookingat or looking away, or it may be pushing the
object towards him or pushing it away.

If the child fails to pass this test, see if there are
any questions which he can answer with a "yes" or 'llo"
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such as: "Are you (his name)?" or "Are you (any other
child's name)?" TryTher questions based upon your

observations. Some other questions might be: "Do you

want to go out?" or "Do you want juice?" (The child

should answer (yes"). You must also try questions which

should get a "no" answer, like "Do you want to have (your

hair combed)?"

C. SUGGESTED TEACHINS P110GaAM: The ,;-:ducation Program con-

sists of three parts: (I-) making an ordered list of
things from least liked to most liked. (2) teaching a

"yes" - "no" response for the most extreme objects.

(3) a test to see that the "Yes" - "No" response worLs
with other things in the list you made.

1. Makin an ordered list: Find a list of 10 things
004 at paffIrto Mid out how to make the list)

that the child has had some previous acquaintance
or experiences with Some things should be what
the child definitely likes, some he definitely does

not like and some for which he shows no particular
preference. These things should be toys or things

that are durable and can be manipulated. Only

include foods as a last resort. 1,icke a list of

every pair of things that can be formed. Then

present each pair to the child for at least 2 minutes.
Present two things to the child on a desk or con-
venient table in which the child can only play with

one of the two objects. Neasure the time that the
child plays with each by using two stop watches to

measure the time. If the e'ld played with one

object more than the other, 3bel that object, more

and label the other object, less. Do this and label

each object of each pair. If the child shows no

clear preference, repeat the presentation of the

two objects for another 2 minute interval later on.

Mien all the pairs of objects have been labeled,
find the one object that always comes out "more"

over all the others. This is the most preferred
object -- label it 1. Take the remaining objects,
form a smaller list, and repeat this procedure.

Label the most preferred thing as 2.

Continue this procedure until all 10 objects have
been labeled from 1 to 10.

2. Teaching a "Yes" reponse end teachinz a "No" response:
TiliCEIng the response reqUiries seveiSI steps. The

first step is to teach the responses that will be

used as "yes" and "no". If you were able to dis-
cover anything like a "yes" or "no" response in the
pretest, strengthen that response through imitation

and reward. .

/r
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If you did not discover any response, having the
child move a small block nearer to him can serve as
a "yes" and moving the same block away can serve as

"no".response. To prompt these responses by
imitation, you should sit next to the subject while
you are dding this, not directly in front of him.
The sequence is as follows:

You: "Do this"

You: Move block

Child: move block

You: reward child

When the child quickly imitates each movement for
example -- moving the block toward himself for "yes",
you should asic him to imitate the other motion,
pushing the block away from him.

when the child quickly imitates the "no" Movement,
you should shift back to the "yes", and reinforce
him until he again does this quickly. Then you
should shift back and forth as quickly as possible
until the child can chan:e each time you request
him to imitate you.

The next part of the teachinc: procedure is to teach
the child to respond ,to the most preferred object
with the response for a "yes". The sequence of
procedure is as follows:

You: Put object (for instance, a rubber duck)
in front of child

Say: "Do you like this?"

Say: "Yes"

Say: "Do this"

Iull block towarde you

Child: pulls block toward him

You: reward child.

Follow this procedure until the child imitates you
-1,uickly. At first make a delay -- about one second.
Then you can ston pulling block to you. 'Thenever
he pulls the block towards him before you sty "Do
you lice this?" say a sharp "No" or hold his hand
firmly to prevent his Moving his hand, .repeat these

P./



procedures until the child pulls the block toward
him quickly (usually in less than 2 seconds).

The text part of the procedure is just like the "Yes"
response, but you use the least preferred object
(e.g., a comb, a tack, or a pin) and substitute
pushing away the block for nulling it to the child.
Do not expect the child to understand the meaning
of "Yes" and "No" until this training is complete.

"hen the child can answer "no" quickly, switch to
having the child answer "fes" again for about 10

times :Then "Zes" is strong, switch back to "No",
but do it fewer times, Continue switching until
the child easily goes back and forth between the
two responses as you change between the thing that

he likes and the thing he doesn't like.

Next it is necessary to slowly take away the help
you have been giving the child. The child is making
the "Yes" and "No" response, but only after you show
him. In order to reduce this help, go through the
following steps.

Start by making a small delay between the time when
you say, "Do you like this?" and when you say "Yes"
or "No". Start with a short wait, like one second.
fou can time one second by saying, "One-thousand-one"
to yourself. Then you are sure that this doesn't
cause any confusion, wait for 2 seconds. This can

be done by counting "one-thousand-one, one-thousand-
two". The child may begin to make some correct
responses even before you say "Yes" or"No". Then
this happens, do not make the "Yes" responses, but

immediately give the child his reward.

If the child makes a wrong response, immediately tell
him "No" in a sharp tone of voice and do not give him
any reward, Then, for the next trial, repeat the
same task, but make the wait (delay) before you say
the 'Yes" or "No" shorter.

Alen the child is making most of his responses
correctly and before you have a chance to say any-
thing, then this phase of the teaching program has
been successful.

3. Testing for general use of the "Yes" - "No" res.onse:
Take the next best-liked object (the one you abe e

2 in the first part. Test the child by saying "Do
you like it.?" Then, wait for an answer. If the
child does not make any answer, go through the same
steps that you used in the second part of this
education program, but substitute this second-best
object. Then, teach the child to alternate it

quickly with the least preferred object.



If the least preferred object was labeled 10, the
next-to-least preferred object is labeled 97 Present
the next-to-least preferred object to the child.
If the .child does not make a correct answer, go
through the same steps that you used to teach the

child tb respond "Po" to the "least preferred object

but use this second-least preferred object. Then
get the child to do this quickly and then switch to

the next-to-most preferred object.

Continue these procedures until you coma to a natural

dividing line where the child himself indicates which
things really don't make any difference to him.

D. 1-iP.TIUALS 2i.EOLTIT1M. Uake a list of 10 objects which the

child -Eas seen, This list should contain: (1) three
objects that the child definitely likes, (2) three objects

that the child definitely dislikes, and (3) four objects
that you believe the child really doesn't care about.

Check your list with someone else who knows the child

well. The things you choose should be manipulable objects
that you can show quicKly. 'or example, ice cream or
other foods are not a good idea; and you can't use his
fpvorite tree house either,
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October 2, 1572

ACTI7ITY 20A

(LICT:ENINS 70.2. THE ZIHT TTO2D)

TACK D'E7INITION: The purpose of this activity is to teach
the child to- use his Yes No response (Activity 151.) to
tell you whether he hears the word that names things that
are commonly seen end commonly used. Then he is done, if
you show him the particular truc:.' you have used and ask:
'Is this a truck?" he should indicate "yes". Likewise,
if you show him a truce; and ask: "Is this a boat?", he
should answer "No". For this part of the training pro-
cedure, wa will concentrate on one thing of each type.
The child may not generalize the use of "Zes" to new
examples of the same kind of object, but he should
generalize the use of "No".

Here is a list to go through for the first 10 discrim-
inations of the trainimg program. In the first pair,
the discrimination can be made on many bases, including
length, and the type of sounds in the words. Ls the list
progresses, the child must listen more carefully to dis-
criminate between sounds.

1. car record player

2. milk horse radish

3. shirt table ("Tay-bul")

4, man lunch box

5. coat bag

6. apple door knob

7, woman water

8. dog dish

9. wagon washcloth

10. pants paints

The basic choice to be taught includes:

(a) You: chow an object, for example, an apple.

ou: ASIZ. "Is this an apple?"

Child: "Yes"

(b) You: Show the same object, en apple.

t'c)u: Ask Is this n ball?"

Child: "No"



B. PaZIZT: Use several common thin7s-. Thy the name of the

thing and ask the child: "Is this 2 ball?" [ou should

use about 10 objects or toys that looh like the real thing,

or pictures that look like the real thing. You only need

one example tor each one..

;Men you have all 10 of them, just take any object and

put it in front of the child. Ask all the questions that
are appropriate, that is, use the name of the object and

ithe names of one or two objects that are not in front of

the child. 3o through all 10 objects, in pairs. The

child should make 80% correct answers before you consider
that he has passed this test.

C.

come objects that could be used in such a test are:

-Tagon Milk .hirt Nan Dog

Car Annie Pants "oman Cow

T This Program is for children
T.71./ o give wrong answers or no answer when they are asked:

"Is this a ?''

tart the program by taking one of the 10 objects and
place it in front of the child. The object may be a car.

Then use the following series of actions:

You: Point to the object (car)

"Is this a car?"

say: "Car" "yes" "Do this"

Full block toward;; you (to signal Yes)

Child: Fulls block towards him

fou: .:eward child

'epeat this procedure until the child imitates you ouicM.y.

Then-, make a short delay between when you say: "Is this
a car?" an-1 when you sa) -car". The delay should only
be one second the first time you do it. :ou can make

the delay by counting "one-thousand-one" to yourself.

each time ;ou reneat this, add a second to the dele).

noon, the child should be moving, the block before :jou

nay "car", In order not to give the child a visual cue

about what to Jo, it is best to hold a hankerchief in

front of ;our mouth while you sar the spoken parta of

this procelure.

When the child hat, moved the disk four or five times

before you say ";es" switch to the next procedure:
ti
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'ou: roint to the object (car)

"Is this a record player?"

"No"

"Dg this"

Push block away

Child U Pushes block away from him

"you: .leward child

As you did with the ".'es" procedure, repeat this until
the child is nuick to give his response. Then delay
between "Is this a car?" and "Car" until the child
responds quickly-.

'then the child responds qUickly to the _i.uestion about

the record player, switch back to the same7uestion
about the,car. 'Then the child responds quickly to the
questiou about the car, shift back to the "no" question
with the rec-rd player as the name. Shift back and forth
quickl-; es you cnn, but make sure that you never reward
e wrong answer or no answer This training should be
continued until the child always given the right answer,
even though you shift back and forth all the time. Hold
the child's hand firly or nay "Uo" sharply if he makes

wron,; answer.

Zou can take c post test on this activity by repeating
the pretest.

If a child fails to learn this procedure and he has learned
the other tackso,you should suspect a hearing problem for
speech sounds, althowch tpere may be no problem for pure
tones. This problem should be checked with an audiologist.
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:,CTIVITY 201',

January 1, 1^73

°Lc op n-cil OP.JP.(.7111

A. DLPIhVI0C., The purpose of this activity in to teach

tae mild. to use ids Yes - t:o response (Activity 16A) to

tell you whether he recognizes thinys that are coronly

seen and conronly used. -hen he is done, if You shaT hir

a truck and ask: 'Is this a truck?", he should indicate-

yes Likewise, if you show him a boat and ask :0 -Is

this 'a truck?* he should answeri'no'. e will concentrate

on one ancl,sometft,es nore than one of each type, so the

child should generalize all the' objects taught and learn

new names readily from hearing them. This activity should

be done after Activity 20A, Alle.activity to tell the dif-

ference between names of objects pointed to.

The basic choice to be taught includes:

I (a) You: Show an obivt, for exarple, an apple.

You Ask Is this an apple?-

Child: "Yes'

(h) You: Show an object, for example, a ball.

You. ;;Isk Is this an apple ?''

Child. aio*

6. PPETE3f.e: The pretest requires you to ask the child if

eaci of several common objects is one of those thinrs

called by its name. You should use about 10 objects or

toys that look like the real thing, or pictures that look

like the real thins. You should have t'70 different

examples for five objects and only one for the rest.

iThen you have all ten objects, just take four objects

and put them in front of the child. There sl/oule be t.To

different examples of one of the objects. (Exarple; t./o

trucks, one ball, one spoon, and one apple). As% all the

questions that are appropriate, that is, use the name of

each object which is in front of hi' for the object that

it names and for one or two objects that have different

names. Then ask the names of one or to objects that

are not in front of the child while you are nointiny at

the objects in front of hire. Go through all 10 objects,

in sets of four. The child should make R0% correct

answers before you consider that he has passed this test.
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2one objects that could be used in siich a test are

-agon 'ilk nhirt .*.an (doll) 'oc! (toy)

i Car (toy) Apple Pants -want (doll) Cow (toy)

C. !;11 -I2.7TJD Pv.OGI'Ki; This nrograr is for children

wh frequently give riong answers or no anTlerbhen they

are asked '.Is this a ?'

In order to teach this cliscrirination, set 0 a eisplay

in c/hich there are 4 balls, all of the are size and

color at varied distances and positions in front of the

child. Change the relative pOsitions at least a little

bit each day so that the exact position of an object

cannot serve as a cue.

You Point to one of the four objects (ball)

"Is this a ba117"

"Bail"

'Yes"

"Do this"

"Pull block 1/2 towards you (tb signal 'Yes'

as in Activity 16A)

Child. Pulls block towards him

You; neWard child

Reeeat this procedure until the child imitates you quickly.

/ Each time, you should point to a different ball. Then,

in a syste=atic way, make a short delay between when you

say: Is this a ball?' and when you ,say Their. The

uelay should only be one second the first tine you do it.

You can make the delay by counting "one-thouland-one" to

yourself. Each time you repeat this, add a second onto

the delay. Soon, the child should 7.)e moving the block

before you say "Yes".

'hen the child has roved the block four or five tires

before you say 'Yes", switch to the name of one of the

objects in the set for the next procedure (phase 7 --

see page 3-.4):

You: Point to one of the objects (a ball)

.13 this a block?'

3- 2
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mo this

Push block away

Child: ,Pushes block away from him

You: reward child

As you did with the 'Yes' procedure, repeat this until

the child is quick to give his response. Point to a

different object each tine. Then delay between 'Is this

a block?' and "'mil'. until the child responds guickly.

'lien the child responds quickly to the question about

the block, switch hack to the same ouestion about the

ball. %hen the child responds quickly to the queseion

about the ball, shift back to the block. Shift back

and forth as quipkly as yod can, but make sure that you

never .reward a 4rong answer or no answer. the

correction procedure in Activity 161. This training

should be continued until the child always gives the

right answer, even though you shift back and forth all

the time.

The nextsteo is to vary either the color or the size

of the balls. DecidP whether to use color or.size from

your'experience with the child. Use the charaCteristic

(color or size) that the child most readily responds to

when he is playing with things that he usually plays with.

If, for example, you choose color, rerlace one of the

balls with a all that is the same size, but different

in color. You should be able to continue the discririn-

ation as before. If, however, the child ties many errors,

then start the discrimination over with the changed 'hall.

(Phase 2)

After the child has mastered this discrimination, then

include a second different--colored hall. This 5ll

should be different from the other ball with the changed

color. Continue the training until the child continues

to discriminate. (Phase 3)

Finally, caange the color of the remaining two balls and

continue the discrimination. (Phase 4)

Next, start to change the sizes of the balls. hegin by

replacing one of the balls with a ball of a different

color and a different size (for example, a larger ball).

do



You should he able-to continue the discrimination as before.

If, ho,/ever, the child makes many errors, then start thn dis-

crimination over 'ith the ball that has been changed in size.

(phase 5)

After the child has vAstered this discrimination, then include

a second different-sized ball. This ball should ',e smaller

than the orieinalball if the first changed ball was larger,

or vice versa. :'finally, change the size and color of the

remaining two :ails and continue the discrimination. (Phase 6)

.

.

Changing relevant characteristics of the discrimination.

The next part gradually introluces more difficult earts of the

object discrimination. Cach feature is introeuced one at a

time with safeguards that irrelevant characteristics do not

become part of the basis for the child's discriminations.

The first step requires a display of 3 balls, all of different

colors and sizes and 3 blocks. .Each block should,aroroximately

match one of the balls in color and size. '/hen,you have

found the balls and blocks, present them in an unsystematized

order to the child. Unsystematic means that: (a) pairs are

not together, (5) there is no alternation, (c) balls are not

all at the front or the back or on one side or another, (d)

there is no other pattern that you can find.

Then, working with the balls only, repeat the discrimination

(ball) - yes; block - no) that you started with. ,,n,10 not point

to blocks at any time. l'iext, reverse the procedure, and start

fres the beginning of this teaching program, only pointing to

the blocks. After the child has made this discrimination,

then, you must switch between the two procedures (ball -yes,

block - no, ball - no, block - yes). At first, make a rel-

atively long run of trials for each kind of object. Then,

gradually reduce the length of the bequence of trials with

1.each kind of object. rinally, you Mould be able to switch

back and forth unsystematically fro,11 b;Alls to blocks and

get the right answer. The right ansler, of course, dehends

'on whether you are pointing to a ball or a block. (Phase 7)

After the ball - block discrimination has been established,

change one ball or one block at a time to a block either a

different color or a different size (not both) while you

keep this discrimination going. Then, substitute balls or

blocks that vary in size and color simultaneously. (Phase 8)

lifter the child can keep giving the right answer, even though

the blocks and balls are switched frequently, change the

relative number of each object. At first, have 4 balls and

2 blocks and keep the discrimination. Then switch to 5 balls

and 1 block. (Phase 9)
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After the child keeps up the ball - block eiscrimination,

make a dis2lay of 3 balls and 3 dolls. The dolls should

be all men, all worsen, all boys or all girls. the 3 balls

should ;e different sizes and colors, and the 3 dolls

should match the balls in color and relative size. All

these objects should be arranged in an unsystematic fashion.

Start with the balls and repeat the discrimination like

the one you started with, but make it Dail - yes, anesnan

(if all the dolls represent men) - no. At iitst, as in

Phase 7, point only to the balls. Then reverse, anc' point

only to the men. 'York gradually until you can switch from

ball to man quickly. Then change colors and sizes as in

Phase 3, Phase ts,.and Phase 9 until the child can keep

going rapidly. Arhase 10)

~After the child keeps up the ball - man discrimination,

make up a display of 3 balls and 3 cars or trucks. The

colors and sizes of the balls and trucks sho'ild roughly

match each other. Follow the procedures in Phase

Phase 8, and Phase 9 to keep the discrimination goinci

while you change the sizes,,,..colors, and numbers of

objects. (Phase 11)

After the child keeps u: the ball - truck discrimination

well, make up a display of 3 balls and 3 plates or other

round flat shapes (circles). The colors and sizes of

the balls and the circles should match each other. Follow

the procedures in Phases 7, 9, and 9 to keep the discrim-

ination going 'chile you change the sizes, colors, and

numbers of objects. (Phase 12)

Follal the rules for Phase 11 or 12 with the follouing

set of objects:

3 balls and 3 apples or 3 oranges or a-hananes.

(Phase 33)

3 balls and I hoops Wiase Q

Generalizinc, the basis of the 8bject discrimination to

offer types of objects. In this part, many of the rra75

of cparating the ball from ele other objects will, be

taught by bringing new cOjects in. The discri!inations
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required could Je.

:Jox cjirl

box - car

box - plate

hoy - banana

box - ,heel

boy - motorcycle,

boy - circle

boy - pear

boy - cylinder block

dagon as'itray

17agon - grape

wagon - hoop

nie plate - .ratervelon

pie plate - wheel

spaghetti - cylinder block
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